The intermittence of the renewable sources due to its unpredictability increases the instability of the actual grid and energy supply. Besides, in a deregulated and competitive framework, producers and consumers require short-term forecasting tools to derive their bidding strategies to the electricity market. This paper proposes a novel hybrid computational tool, based on a combination of evolutionary particle swarm optimization with an adaptivenetwork-based fuzzy inference system, for wind power forecasting and electricity prices forecasting in the short-term. The results from two real-world case studies are presented, in order to illustrate the proficiency of the proposed computational tool.
Introduction
Wind-generated energy is accepted as it comes (i.e. as it available) and wind-driven power resources have become increasingly important in planning and operations of power systems [1] . Portugal is no exception; indeed, it has one of the most ambitious goals, establishing 5100 MW of wind power installed by 2012.
However, the availability of the power supply generated from wind energy is not known in advance [2] . Therefore, the integration of large share of wind power in electricity systems leads to some important challenges [3] . Wind power forecasting plays a key role in tackling these challenges [4] .
In most competitive electricity markets, price series present the following features: high frequency, non-constant mean and variance, high volatility, high percentage of unusual prices, calendar effects, among other factors [5] . So, price forecasting is extremely important for all market participants for their survival under competitive environment [6] .
Short-term wind power forecasting is an extremely important field of research for the energy sector, as the system operators must handle an important amount of fluctuating power forms and the increasing installed wind power capacity. The time scaling, concerning short-term prediction, are in the order of some days (forecast horizon) and from minutes to hours (time step) [7] .
Hence, wind power forecasting and electricity prices forecasting represent two very important issues for the power systems sector.
Contribution to Value Creation
In the technical literature, several methods to forecast wind power have been reported, namely physical and statistical methods. A physical method has advantages in longterm forecast while statistical method does well in short-term forecast [8] . In the same context, several techniques to forecast short-term electricity prices have been reported, namely soft and hard computing techniques [6] . Artificial intelligence approaches can be much more efficient computationally and as accurate as time series models, if the correct inputs are considered [9] . This paper proposes a novel hybrid computational tool based on a combination of evolutionary particle swarm optimization (EPSO) with an adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), hereafter defined as EPA approach, for wind power forecasting and electricity prices forecasting in the short-term. The results from two real-world case studies are presented, in order to illustrate the proficiency of the proposed computational tool.
Proposed Approach

Evolutionary Particle Swarm Optimization
EPSO incorporates a selection procedure to the original particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, as well as self-adapting properties for its parameters [10] . The general scheme of EPSO is the following [11] , [12] :
• Replication: each particle is replicated r times. • Mutation: each particle has its weights mutated.
• Reproduction: each mutated particle generates an offspring according to the particle movement rule. • Evaluation: each offspring has its fitness evaluated.
• Selection: by stochastic tournament the best particles survive to form a new generation. This scheme benefits in the right direction: -first, the Darwinistic process of selection and the particle movement rule. -Second, it is natural to expect that it may display advantageous convergence properties when compared with classical PSO [11] .
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
The ANFIS architecture is composed of five layers. Each layer contains several nodes described by the node function.
ANFIS is a class of adaptive multi-layer feed forward networks, applied to nonlinear forecasting where past samples are used to forecast the sample ahead. ANFIS incorporates the self-learning ability of neural networks (NN) with the linguistic expression function of fuzzy inference [13] . An adaptive network is functionally equivalent to a Sugeno-type fuzzy inference system.
Evolutionary Neuro-Fuzzy Computational Tool
This sub-section describes the EPA algorithm ( Fig. 1 ) for wind power forecasting or electricity prices forecasting.
Step One: Form a matrix with a set of historical data (wind power or electricity prices), arranged in C columns of the same matrix.
Step Two: Select a number of columns of the previous matrix so that the set of values derived from it represents the input data.
Step Three: The selected values of the previous step can be submitted to the entrance of the ANFIS structure.
Step Four: Train the ANFIS structure with data of the previous step. The ANFIS structure uses a combination of least-squares method and back-propagation gradient descent method. The EPSO structure is used to tune the parameters associated with the membership functions of fuzzy inference system.
Step Five: Create a vector D, where D equals the number of membership functions, optimized by the EPSO algorithm.
Step Six: Define the parameters associated with EPSO algorithm. These parameters are provided in Table 1 .
Step Seven: Extract the output data of the ANFIS.
Step Eight: The result of the forecast is obtained. 
Forecasting Accuracy Evaluation
To evaluate the accuracy in wind power forecasting and electricity prices forecasting, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is considered. The MAPE criterion is defined as follows:
In (1) and (2), ‫̂‬ is the forecasted values and ‫‬ is the actual values at period h, ‫̅‬ is the average values of the forecasting period, and N is the number of forecasted periods. In the case of wind power forecasting ܰ = 24, and in the case of electricity price forecasting ܰ = 168. The average price is used in (1) to avoid the adverse effects of prices close to zero [14] .
Case Studies
Short-Term Wind Power Forecasting
The proposed EPA approach has been applied for wind power forecasting in Portugal. The numerical results represented take into account the wind farms that have telemetry with the National Electric Grid (REN). Historical data are the only inputs for training the ANFIS. For a coherent and clear comparison, no exogenous variables are considered. The same test days as in [2] , [15] - [17] , are selected, The predicted wind power series are held for 3 hours ahead, taking into account the wind power data of the previous 12 hours with a time-step of 15 minutes. This procedure is repeated until the next 24 hours values are predicted.
Numerical results with the proposed EPA approach in wind power forecasting are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for spring and fall days, respectively. Table 2 shows a comparison between the EPA approach and five other approaches: persistence, auto regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), neural networks (NN), neural networks combined with wavelet transform (NNWT), and hybrid PSO-ANFIS (HPA), regarding the MAPE criterion. The EPA approach present better forecasting accuracy: the MAPE has an average value of 5.03%. Improvement in the average MAPE of the EPA approach with respect to the five other approaches is: 73.6%, 51.4%, 30.7%, 27.8% and 7.0%, respectively.
Short-Term Electricity Prices Forecasting
The proposed EPA approach has also been applied to forecast prices in the electricity market of mainland Spain. Price forecasting is computed using the historical data of year 2002 for the Spanish market, available at [18] .
Again for a coherent and clear comparison, no exogenous variables are considered. The same test weeks as in [19] - [22] are selected, corresponding to the four seasons of the year. The predicted electricity price series are held for 168 hours ahead with a time-step of one hour, taking into account the historical price data of the six weeks (42 days) previous to the week whose prices are to be forecasted.
Numerical results with proposed EPA approach in electricity prices forecasting are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for winter and fall weeks, respectively. Table 3 shows a comparison between the EPA approach and four other approaches: wavelet-ARIMA, weighted nearest neighbors (WNN), adaptive wavelet neural network (AWNN), and cascaded neuro-evolutionary algorithm (CNEA), regarding the MAPE criterion. The EPA approach presents, again, better forecasting accuracy: the MAPE has an average value of 5.12%. The improvement in the average MAPE of the EPA approach with respect to the four other approaches is: 36.9%, 36.4%, 24.1% and 3.8%, respectively.
Computational Burden
In wind power forecasting or electricity prices forecasting, the average computational time required by the proposed EPA approach is less than one minute using MATLAB on a PC with 1GB of RAM and 1.8-GHz-based processor. Hence, the novel approach presents not only better forecasting accuracy, but also an acceptable computation time in both case studies.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a hybrid evolutionary neuro-fuzzy computational tool, based on combining EPSO and ANFIS (EPA approach), for short-term wind power and electricity prices forecasting. The application of the EPA approach is both novel and effective. In wind power forecasting the MAPE has an average value of 5.03%, and in electricity prices forecasting the MAPE has an average value of 5.12%. The computation time in both cases is less than 1 minute. Hence, the proposed EPA approach presents a good trade-off between forecasting accuracy and computation time in both case studies, taking into account results previously reported in the technical literature.
